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ABSTRACT -
'· 
. \ 
i 
\ 
· ' i • ' 
' 
' \ 
\ 
' 
Many younq people lack a quiet place to read 
qr have no adult model to foster a desire to 
read. s.s.R. attempts to provide -both. 
(Moore, 1980, p. 446) , 
.The need identified by Moore supplied the impetus for this 
.study. Younq people .are not always qiven an opportunity at 
,_. 
· home ·or a~ schoQ~ to experience the p _leasure and value of 
I reading. Whe~ this -problem was recognized at Hollands Memori~, 
. ,a solution was s~ught. A program of Uninterrupted Sustained 
...  . ~ . 
: Silent Reading" was introduced and it was decided to stady the 
~ . 
: program in depth • 
After a year of . U.S.S.R. tl}e students' attitudes towards· · 
1 reading were measured and changes noted. TOe findings . con~ I . 
I 
firmed that positive attitude change had occurred. 
•
1 
of the change was a result of U.S.S.R. is difficult 
How much . . \ _o 
to estimate 1 
- ' . 
but it is felt that U.S.S.R. had a significant- r.:o~e to play 
in that change. 
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CHAPTER, I 
' WHAT, IS U. 5 • S . R. ? 
Uninterrupted s_ustained Silent Reading (U.S.S.R.) or 
· • I 
., . 
Sustained Silent .. Reading (S. S. R. ). for those w~o .object to t}\e 
connotations of. the: .first is a structured silent reading prq-
! 
gram •.. · It_ refers · t~· .a .specffic'time in ~.he 
· ·~veryorre: in a school: - students, teache~s, 
- .. 
timetable when 
administrators, 
" 
etc. -:- read. Ye~ ,.; that is all ·they do. What is the pJ,Jrpose· · · · 
t· 
o 'f this reading? ~njoyment. Adults who read recreationally 
J 
know the enjoyment that rea_ding ·brings·. For many children 
·reading is only ·associated with study and homework, and most 
·pe\ple ~now . that some chi~4reh do" not even get time at home 
for this. u.s.s.R~ attempts to give them an opportunity in 
- \ 
school to find out that reading can be fun. · ~ 
In order to accomplish this all reading]u ing U.s.s.R. 
periods must be · in self-selected books. Al , students must 
/ 
I 
be made aware that their reading will not · be tested. No text-
• 
boQk reading, no studying, no reviewing.-f'or ex·a-ms, can take 
place during this· time. Afterwards, children will not be 
...... 
. quizzed on what they have read. If a child volunteers to 
' 
share some reading experience with hi's teacher, well and good, 
but each child must feel that reading is a personal experience. 
. ' 
l . 
: 
' l 
' ) 
.. 
- 2 
And what· .i.i the teacher going to be doing dur i'ng this ;' 
time? Reading too·! Yes, .the teacher can sit in the c1ass · 
I t . ' ~ ' 
doing some of the reading he a1ways wished !he had time ·for. 
·'. 
In doin-g so he wi11 be accomplishing the most important part . 
o_f the program - providing an adult role model so that students 
,. 
will see adult's doing and enjoying what they have ask,ed stu-
dents to do. It has long been known that student's learn a 
great deal by imitation. The teacher reading wi1l _be providing 
an opportuni. ty for them to ~mi tate a worthwhile activity. 
Remember, many of them . probably ne~~r see adults reading 
regularly at home • . . The only restriction on the teacher is 
that he may not read textbooks ~r · co_rrec:t papers and exams. 
After all, this is supposed to be perceived as enjoyment - , • 
not work. 
The idea of self-selected reading mater~al probably gi ves 
some teachers some troub1e. The problem for chi1dren i.n 
earlier grades will be to select a book ·they can read. 
teacher may want to suggest titles of, books that are of 
appropri.ate re!lding leve1, but .this will not always be 
necessary. Children wil1 not stay with a book that they 
The 
cannot make sense of. And research has shown that once a 
child' can handle a book or reading level with ease, he will 
want to move into readi~g 'material that Jresents some "challenge. 
,. 
r, 
.. 
,A~ \1~. ) 
\1 I} 
i' 
... 
3 - . ' 
.t# 
. -
When the child no' longer finds The Hardy Boys stimulating 'it 
will be quite natural for h:lm to move into more stimulating 
reading. 
But what · of the older students? Their self-selection may 
result i.n reading material that is nsmutty," "degrading" or · 
"offensiv~. n Certa'inly this. concern is warranted I but it 
. should be remembered that reading will be' taking place ;in a 
. . 
class situation: Moste children will .be· embarrassed to bri.i9 
. . ) . . . 
these books along·. THose. who do will probably do so, for 
'shock effect - shocking the teacher. A'fter a few· classes · 
'-, 
. when no one notices, most of these students go back to reading 
material that is'not objectionable. (Richard Karlin corrobo-
rates this conclusion in the latest edition of his textbook, 
Teaching Reading in High School, 1984, p; · 321). And what 
of Harlequin Romances? Like The Hardy Boys, if students 
-
are' into reading regularly they will outgrow them. There is · 
only one restriction that i.s recommended at the high ·school 
level - no comics or magazines'. Requiring students to read 
paperback or hardcover novels, short stories, etc., will 
in most cases - require them to use their l.ibra~ies. ' 
Earlier it was mentioned that the program was structured. 
It may be asked, nwell, w)lere is the structure?n "And how 
. is this different from a 'free' reading period?" 
/. 
' 
'! 
I 
.r 
•· 
· ~ 
' . 
\ 
' 
I . 
. : . ~ '' 
:~ Well, ,first, of al.l there is a control on what can be 
, 
.. 
.  . 
. read ;- no school. textbooks. Secondly, the teacher has, to 
·' I' 
read, not correct tests · and ~ssigrunents or make up tests. 
~ Final.ly, the reading period is a regular, permanent part of 
lit' 
· the timetable. It is not listed as a free period but as 
U.S.S.R. Students begin to feel it is considered in the 
same~ light .as other subjects. It has importance. The only 
thing differen-t is that it will not be evaluated. ·.· 
., ' • , . 
The• Problem 
I For some time previous. to September 1982 ' · it .. had beco~e 
evident that many students' at the high school in which the 
writer .was employed as Department Head . {English) - Hollands 
Memorial, Norris Point - were not reading except when required.~ 
' . I 
Students were seldom observed doing independent reading and 
·. . 
use of the school library was minimal. 
• • t 
The school staff - ''administrators and teachers - were 
concerned that students did not hol.d positive attitudes toward 
. . . J . 
readi"ng ge·nerally . . It was felt that ·a positive attitud~ ·toward 
. reading' would benefit the~ students a.c.ademicall.y. and lE~ad; to a 
. healthy life-long habit. 
• 
,. 
j 
• 
I . 
" . 
t • • 
; 
t• 
I 
l 
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• . i 
i 
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Purpose of the Study 
•' . r 
··;: 
.. . 
' Merely ide.ntifying a problem does not ensure that something 
wi'll be done about it. Even introducing a program to deal with · 
·' . 
t~e perceived preble~ is no ·guarantee that the treatment pro~ 
gram will have the desired effect. A definitive method of 
eva-luating the trea..tment ha'd first to be ·planned. 
. 
The first st~p i~ this evaluation was the · identification · 
... 
~( whqt would be a desirable effect of the treatment progra~. 
,... 
0. ~ • 
·.'I'he desired e·ffect was identified as the development of a 
mor.e positive attitude" toward reading among the students. 
The next step was arriving at a method of evaluation of 
the program to ascertain•if the desired effect was ac~ieved 
' and, if so, 'to what degree'. 
• This study, then, was 'to be an evaluation of a . treatment 
program designed to promote more positive reading attitudes 
-::.-J 
among high school students. 
0 
Need for .the Study 
• 
·• 
A program of Uninterrupted Sust~ined Silent Reading as 
previously deftned was decided upon as the treatment program. 
The choice:~£ U.S.S.R. was based in part upon the promising· 
reports that had been made ~out its effect and also because 
.. 
. 
' 
• 
t • 
.... .. 
• j! Q \!I 
• 
.. , 
• • 
! 
I ' 
I 
.. : .. 
' 
.... ... 
" .. . 
. . :. 
\ 
. i 
} 
l • 
... 
. ~. 
. . . 
/" • 
,. 
.. 
·. ! 
. : 
• 
- ·6 
of its ease of implem~ntation - hoth in terms of timetabling 
. I • 
and financial concerns. Evaluation of the program.was felt 
to be necessary because even though there were many ' promising 
reports on its effectiveness, not all previous resec;lrch 
. reflected this view. Much earlier research had dealt with 
younger studen.ts and for varying periods ,of time . . Also, no . 
study of this nature ·-had been carried out 'in this province • 
... . . . 
Therefor~,.there could be no assurance that u.s.s.R. would 
have the desired effect in this rural situation among ~ junior 
and senior high students. 
Limitations of the Study ., 
At the oytset 9f the e.valuat1on process, · certain limitations 
were obvious. Firs·t, the · study could not be" considered truly 
scientific without some control group with which to c~mpare 
·the group receiving u.s~s.R. It was not practical within the 
school to set up experimental and control groups . because of .. 
the admi nistrative difficulties involved and brcause. of the 
Some grades were small number of students in some grades. 
divid~d upon the basis of past pe~formance and others· were 
' divided on the basis of ~he coursei th~ ~tudents 
. . 
were registered 
in .. 
,· 
.. 
_ . 
. 
! • r ·· 
., ... 
, 
j . 
1' 
·'· 
,. 
L 
! 
i I· 
I 
r 
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.. 
.. 
I 
.. 
7 -
. 
Another limitation of the study was its restriction tp 
it ' 
·one locale - the· Norris Po1nt school system. This would limi·t 
. .. 
the possibility for generalizing about the effect the program 
·:>·' might have in other -areas of the count;.ry. 
I 
I· ; 
, .. 
t·.· 
.. 
A final limitation that had to be recognized was the 
inconsistency of the role models that were participating. 
I 
-Role modeli iog is considered of great importance in the · pro-
' . 
gram's success. Al t ,hough all teachers act~ng· as rol~ models 
' . . were encouraged to take their part ·in the program .seriously, 
it :is questionable if all were able to provide the .same quality 
role-modelling. 
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·' CHAPTER II 
.· 
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 
The little research·that ~as been. donefin .-silent reading 
program~ has tried to establish whether there is any link 
between s~lent reading and attitude towards readin9 an~/or 
reading comprehension. .The bulk of the · research is st~ll · 
inconclusive, but·many ies~archers ~uggest that t~e biggest 
effect silent reading has is~~ creatin~ a positive·attitude 
toward re_ading. 
P~au (1966) ., studying first and second graders,. "suggested 
that s . s.R~ had ·a positive effect on s~udent attitude towards 
re.ading. .This was alsol the c-onclusion of Hanson (1972) in a 
study of second, third land fourth grade .students who also 
participated in an s. S .·R. program. · 
i . 
Petre (1971) reports on a program of silent readi~g ~hat 
-involved fifty schools in Maryland wher~ students ~e·re reading 
' 
self-selected material for 3~ minutes daily. He reports of 
BOO high school students. ieading approximately 1000 books-
' . 
excluding_ periodicals - _per week. "Such an atmosphere of 
tranquillity hovers over the whole school and outlasts . the end 
l . 
of the break in student behaviours - quietness, •frf~Jdliness, 
and courteousness." (Petre, 1971, p. 192). One middle-school 
. j 
I 
.. ~ 
~ . 
r · 
. , 
' . l 
7 ~ • • 
~ - . 
.. , .. 
' . · 
\ 
.. ... ;; : c :erw •• lifJ,.~· ... _..,.,_,._, _.., .. -~.-~-----------....._ 
I· . 
l . 
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_vice principal reports a 50 percent drop in discipline cases 
after the .school began such .a reading environment. (Petre, 
~ 
. -19711 P• 192) o 
Sadoski (1980) reports of the initiation of a !!lent· 
. . . 
reading program at the 'high school l~ve1 w~ich -invo~ved grael.es 
10-12 "for one period per- we~k. The program ra.n for onl¥ seve_n. 
t -
weeks, but the sample involved 2~7 students approximately · · 
o~e-half of the schooi. He reports; 
An averaging of the total mean scor·es for. the 
"product" questions (attitude trend) yiel:ds 
a 2.58. In the -harrative terms of the survey, 
this ra~;tks midway between "a little" value 
and "significant" value. Considering the fact 
that the pilot 'covered o~ly seven 45 minute 
. periods in seven weeks, this figure suggests 
a positive trend on attitude .development. . . 
(p.· 723) 
In the same study·, 51 percent of the faculty members 
. ~ _fJ 
want13d the program con_tinued for the full ye~r while another 
20 percent wan~ed ~nether aeven-week trial'period. Sad6ski · 
'-
(1980) writes, ·"Students need s~stained illteraction with dis.:.; 
course if reading is to become a global, l')o'Ii!!tic ~ctivity. 
to them." (p.' _153). 
& _ 
Cline and ·Kretke q9BO) report pf a three-year ·program 
of silent reading that was carried- out with students ~n grades 
7 to 9. The •students were rea.ding approximately·. two years 
above their grade level at the outset ·of the program. In this . 
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study a control group of students .who · had not ~eceived' the 
s:s.R. program was used for comparison. These · con~r.ol grc:>up 
st~dents ·were compara)?le in terms of socio-ecoriomi_c background 
·and scholastic .achievemerit. The findings reveal·there was a 
signif.icant difference at the P .05 level between the S.S.R. 
·group and the control group on four items out · of twelve on 
a · General Attitude Survey used ·to assess attitude _ ~owards . 
r .eading. :rhese four i terns "concerned attitudes towards going · 
. . 
to. the library, reading a book of .cholce, reading an ass'igned 
~ook,and the importance of reading." (p. 17). Findings on 
the Estes -Attitude Survey ind~cated that "Sustained Silent 
Reading had a very positive effect as a motivational tool. 
ThJ mean score 'rose -~. 6 7 poin.ts ; ln less than 4 months time 
. ' 
., 
achieving significance at less than the _.01 level, and of 
1 
addit~onal importance is the fact that iri the control school 
the mean dropped by ·.a7 of a point." (p. 21). At tpe same 
time a breakdown of students . reveals that students who were 
. ~\ 
at a- reading level f:lelow their grade level experienced the · 
. . 
greatest positive change in ~ttitude; moving from a ·september -· 
mean of 6~.7 to ' a January mean of 67.0 •. 
According to Ball (1981), Oakwood Junior . High School in 
Dayton, Ohio, had positive results after introducing U.S.S.R. 
After the program had been functioning for a year; 38 per_cent 
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of staff thought the program was excellent and wanted ~o 
I 
expand it, while ' SS percent of staff felt it was good and -· 
should be kept as it. was. Among the students, 46 percent said 
" 
, . 
it should be expanded: and 46 percent said it should 'be kept 
. .... 
as it was. Seventy-one 'percent of students reported that they 
were reading more, 59 percent. said they had experienced an 
. . . ' 
• 
increase _in reading' pleasure, and 74 percen~ felt their read-
ing· comprehension and/or reading sp,eed had improved. · 
Brunner (1973) reports o~ a silent reaQing program that 
) 
" ~ 
was introduced in a junior high school whose students were 
multi-racial, from low income families, a'nd were experiencing 
reading difficulties. The periods began with .ten minutes 'a_nd 
. . ' 
expanded to thirty minutes. They 1ran daily Mon·day to Friday 
. I . . , 
in per iC?ds 1, 2.. 3 '· 5, and 6. Al ~hough no sta·tis tical results 
were compiled, the school staff reported great interest in 
. . 
.the program and in reading. The principal of the s~l stated, 
I feel .there is a very definite impact on-\the 
·reading skills of ·the stude'nts. I feel .that. 
SSR is entitled to the credit and praise it 
has recei ved thus far~ - (p~ 85) · i· 
. ' 
i . . 
Coleyj. (1981) reports of findings involving -tic groups of 'students 
I 1i 
involved with a s. s. R. prog'ram. One group of students numbered 
' 1,100 at various juvenile justice facilities wh~ ~ere involved 
in the program from three months to one year. The second group 
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of students were from the Washinqton Public School System, 
96 percent of whom were black. The students,, group represented 
· · four _ junior high schools a'nd numbered 1, 397. Two of the 
. 
schools were involved in the· S.S.R. program and two ·were used 
. . 
·as control qroups. Results for the studies were obtained by 
/,, 
us'inq· . p~e- and post-Gates MacGinitie Reading su~vey, inter-
/ ·views · a·nd questionnaires, and a semantic differential . scale 
,. 
/ 
/ 
, . 
'• 
. . . 
measurinq student and teacher attitude .towards paperbacks 'and 
readinq·. 
. . . 
Results for both the public sehool students and 
the 'alternate school ·· students showed qains above .Wh';lt might 
be expected based on previous performance. The g~eater 
positive chanqe was in comprehension. The study reports' 
. . 
tha't "the results of the . ~ttitude survey indicate that there 
were significant positive shifts ip both attitude toward 
reading and att~tude toward paperback books." (p. 4). 
Pardy (1978) reports of a study conducted with .fifty-four 
. colleqe students, one..;,half .of whom wer·e qiven: s.s.R. and 
· one-h:al~-~ .whom a~fed _as a _ control group.· · No significant 
differen was .recor ed when students: were 'tested on the 
• . I 
. ' Califo~nia Reading Test or the Nelson Denny Reading Te~t • 
Howev·e~, she reports , 
Whi'le analysis of. the Bdata. indicated no 
treatment differences between NSSR and SSR 
groups, subjective expressi~ns from student 
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evaluation indicated extremely.positive 
affective change towards reading." (p. 9) 
Reed . (1978)· ·reports on a stu~'l!nvolvi_ng sixty:..one English 
classes that attempted to qiscover if s.s.R. had any effect 
o~ comprehension skills or attitude _toward reading. The 
classes were randomty assigned to s.s.R. and non-s.s.R. 
classes. T~e S.S.R. g'roup had four days oe regular English 
classes, . while for .one day the class would ·gave ·s.s.R~ . instead . 
· . . . 
. ,· . 
of English. The non~s.s.R. group had ~nglish classes each 
day. 
attitude ·survey, no significant change was noted for either 
comprehension or attitude at the .05 level of significance 
between the two groups. Reed .concludes that students -who wer~ 
allowed to read what they .wanted did not suffer any loss in 
comprehension or attitude towards reading. She fel~ ·th~t 
because of its ease and economy of implementation and its 
ability to let student~ practise ·iifelong reading skills, 
S.S.R. should become a part of any school -program • 
.......--
---Burley (i980) writes of eighty~five black students, male 
and female, · in resirjence at a majo.r . university for ··six weeks. 
The stud~nts.~re randomly assigned to , ~lasses involving 
~ - . . . 
. . . 1 2 f ·our .different reading jprograms- .s.s.R., _. Programmed Text-
3 . 4 books, Programmed Cassette Tapes'; .. and Progranuned Skill 
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. 
Development Kits. All . g~oups received regular reading instruc4 
' ' . tion followed by the t:r.e tment that each .was assigned. The 
i 
;-~ime changed from forty~five minutes of ·re.9ular instruction 
I 
followed by fifteen minutes practice in the treatment method, ! 
\ . . . . . . . ' i 
t;o .twenty minutes of 'regular instruction followed by forty 
i . . 
m~nutes of practice in the t.reatment method • . Students were 
\ 
t~en evalqated on the 
~l The conclusi.on qf 
. I 
Reading 
I . 
stanford Diagnos.~ Reading -Test, Form 
. . . ; . . . . 
. \ ' ~ 
the stud~ was that Sustained .Silent 
\ . • , f 
the\"most successful 
me~thod of reading ,practice used to improve literal and f I • . 
' . ~ . . ! 
inferential reading comprehension, and fast reading for high 
I . . • ! 
\ . • ) . I. 
school ~tudents considered to be educational~y disadvantaged.~ 
. \ . . ' . J \ . ' . . : . . 
· (p ~ 161). Ne.ither of the pr:ograms ~'led .significantly 
be~-t;.et' fo,r vocabulary improvement. i / 
1 l , I 
\ ~ilmot (1975) conducted a study \nvolving 576 :grade i2,. ·4, 
I I . 
I 
I j .. 
and·. 6 students. She used the Estes Attitude Scales to evaluate , ·,1. 
reading attitude. The results of the study found that· fourth 
• , · . • • I' 
I ' ~ 
and . sixth grade · studen,ts involved in U. s.s.R. had a signifi-· ; 
. l 
·eantly better (@ = 0.05) attitude .toward reading than students 
. . . . . 
\ 
in the control group in those grades. Although the control 
• 
group had significantly b,etter (@ = 0.10) scores on the com-
. . 
prehension tests, Wilmot concluded, "It is doubtful that a 
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standardized reading test is sensitive enough to measure any 
gains in reading comprehension or vocabulary over a period 
of 'nine weeks." (p. 62). 
0 
. summers (1979) conducted ~ study that lasted seven months 
' . ~ . 
that did not show significantly 'different ·levels of attitude 
r . , 
change or comprehension improvement. But Summers estimated 
that ·his study may not be as accurate as it should be because 
.. I I . .• 
teachers failed to let t:-ft.e.. studehts see them in the r,ole 
model function that is so much a parb of a successful S.S.R. 
program. It was subjectively estimated that only '65 to 70 
percent of the to~al modelling that could have been done 
act~ally was done. .. 
·Langford. (1979) reports of a study carried out on 250 
fifth· and sixth graders in eleven classrooms. Six of the · 
·eleven classes were involved in s.s.R~ .' 'for six month~. 
Results indicated that the S.S.R. group showed significant 
differences at 0.05 on the Slosson . Oral Reading Test as well 
as significant differel'\ces at 0.05 on a scale of Reading 
I ' 
'· Attitude Based ' Beh"viour. on 
I 
. 
"\, 
on the other hand, not 
.. 
all ·. research has shown S.S.R. to 
have, had a positive influence on attitude or comprehension. 
Minton (1980) reports t 'hat when s.s.R. was used with i;int.h 
\ 
graders for a period of fifteen minutes daily, no positive 
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.. 
gains in attitude toward reading were recorded. In fact, 15 
' percent fewer. students said they enjoyed. reading than had 
. p~eviously indicated. ·But this S.S.R. prog~rum was .not well . 
established. It was implemented without staff approval and . 
0 
therefore met with some ·opposition. . (For a successful S.S.R• 
progr~, st~ff cooperation is essential if the proper modelling 
.. is to occur). Also, there was no inservice 'for teachers o~. ' 
•' .. 
I 
what to d~.f during the peri~d.' iA third problem was . that stu-
• I 
dents were forced to ~ead wher~ver they happe~ed to ~e when 
the peri~ came around. This often meant students had to 
· read in the gym and shop classes. 
L , 
·Einhorn (1979) also report'ed on an s~s.R. program among 
~ ' j 
• eighty-one fifth graders. The students were divided so that o 
' forty received fifteen minutes. of S.S.R. ~aily and the 
,. - .. ..... • . ·.. . ~y 
remainder .received an equal amount of time doing a commercia~ 
1 reading ' kit. The program lasted for ten weeks. The -results 
. of the study showed that the~e was no significant difference 
<1 
between .the two gr~ups in terms of Re-ading ~ttitud'e, number 
of bo~ks completed, or ~umber of 'pages completed.' The flaws . 
. in this study are.obvious. The relatively short time dail y 
.. 
.. ---was . insufficient for 'students to get ~ar enough into a book 
,.. · , .I • 
to get interested ·and ten weeks was probably insufficient to 
bring about any change in attitude.· At the same time the 
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\ 
control .grpup was involved in a new activity _that could have 
i 
provided them'with motivation to read ' in the short term. 
Therefore, S.S.R. was not being compared with the ordinary 
. 
program of the school. 
. ' 
Vacca (1976) in a · study involving thirty-six junior high 
, 
students for three. wee~s could discern no difference in terms 
of reading achievement. Again, the study was certainly too 
short; further, the ·small number of students was a drawback ,, 
of this study .• 
Collins (1980) reporteii on a s'tudy involving grades two,· 
three and four students for fifteen weeks. The grades were 
' 
involved in S.S.R. for ten, fifteen, aQd thirty minutes daily, 
·respectively-: - No. statistically signif,icant change in attitude 
' 
was observed. Nor was there i~provement in word recognition: 
or comprehension as measured by Gates MacGinitie ~eading­
Achievement. But· the experimental group did progress' signi-
ficantly furtner in their basal readers than did a control 
group that ·· had spent the same time with the basal readers. 
Also worth . notingi· is that although the experimental group 
. . I 
were involved in ~.S.R. during a time normally spent at English 
' . . 
and spelling, their performance in these subjects did not fall 
behind the control group. Again, the short duration of the 
study certainly had an effect upon the res·ults·. 
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· Evans and Towner (197'5") report o.f a study involving a · 
group of forty-eight fourth gr~de students who received· one 
hour of reading instruc~ion· d~ily supplemented with S.S.R. 
for • one-half the group and commercial reading kits for the·· 
.. other group, which lasted for twenty minutes. The total 
program lasted ten weekS·. The students were 'pre-tesfed wi~h 
Form 7 _of the Duros~ and post:tested with Form ·G of the 
Durost. Evans and Towner repert no significant differe?ce 
in achievement for·tne students who received the ·s.S.F,. 
· treatment. · .As with other studies it is doubtful if ten weeks 
4 
tr~atmeht would :be long enough to bfing about ~ ·signif-icant . 
difference in achievement. Tpe researchers themsei~es recog-
' I 
ni·zed-' · tnis limitation and added, 
.It may be that there ar~ other advantages of 
SSR. It seems logical, for'instance, to accept 
SSR as a more ~ational form of practice since 
it i~volves the total act of reading. (p. 156) 
Summary .of Literature. Review 
. l 
The "review of current literature, then, indicates that ' 
. . 
there is no clear ~ons~~us of opinion concer~ing · the effects 
of U.S~S.R. ~any of the studies have based their .conclusions 
on subjective .views .r~ther :. than objective results. Some 
reports are based on, studies of special groups of students -
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.. 
those in juvenile centres, high achievers, low achievers, or 
blacks . These ·studies, too, often try to assess the effect 
·of u.s.s.R. on t~o dependent variables - reading attitude and 
-reading compre~ension. In sum, repo~ts on the effect .of 
U.S.S.R. are varied and conflicting. 
rhe present stupy ~ocuses on~y on the dependent variable 
Mchange in re~ding attitude" and attempts ·to assess the effect 
of· two types of independent variables. The first type of •. 
. ·• .. 
variable is ·that' which. is unique to the area of study. This 
includes ·whether or not .a student has repeated a grade and . 
. th,e a_ommuni ty in which a stude~t had recefyed his/her elementarr 
\ , I 
schooling. Not · all ar~ have ·the same poli~y concerning pro: .. 
motion: and factors su~h as ev~luation policies, variety of 
courses offered, and teacher expectations are just a few 
I 
factors that determine ~hether or not a student repeats a 
grade vary from one area to another. (The students involved 
in this study would have received their elementary education 
in either Rocky_Harbour or Norris Point). 
The second type·of independent variables which were 
. ' 
studied in terms of their effect on reading attitude .were of 
a more general nature. These included student ·age, sex, and 
;-"" 
grade as well a~ readfng comprehension levels and vac~bulary 
levels·. 
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By assessing the influence of such a variety of factors 
on the . effectiveness of a program of U.S.S.R. upon change in 
rea~i~g attitude, it was hoped that future programs of U.S.S.R. 
-could be initiated in areas where they would be of greatest 
benefit - .. or not ini t.:bated at .all, depe~ding upon the .o·utcorne 
. . 
of this · and further studies. For the program at N~rri~ j Point, 
I 
the study would dictate if U.S.S.R. would continue in whole 
or in part or whet}1er some other program would be utilized .to 
solve the problem a·s .identified. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE. ·u.S. S, R. PROGRAM AT HOLLANDS MEMORIAL 
In September 198~, a u.S. S.R. program was i .nitiated.· at 
Hollands Memorial High School, Norris Point, in the electoral. 
. ' 
district of St. Barbe South. The program had bee!l _set up in 
respanse to a need to impr~ve student reading .habits that had . 
· . I 
been . identified by the English department. 
At a '~eeting of' the English department the problem of.. lack 
.of reading by school students was discussed. :'A possible solu-
' - ... - •. 
tion to the problem proposed was the. initia~t,ion of a silent -t 
r~ading program that w~s to . be popularly .known in . the school 
as u.s.s .. R. But before the program could be placed on the 
timetable the program had to be first int.roduced· to the staff 
and stu&ents. 
Staff were introduced· to U.S.S.R. at the next staff meet..:. 
ing. The reason for wanting the program begun was . e~pl.ained 
and most teachers and administrators agreed that. there was a 
. . 
, . 
· problem with '~die- amount of_ reading being d<?ne among the students. 
But staff and administration were not asked to make a decision 
for or a,gainst U.S.S.R. at this time • . R~ther, · they were asked 
to 'consider the program and the part that' each of them would 
have to play in ~t. At the next staff meeti)'lg they would be 
asked t'o decide . In the meanti,rne, the Engl.ish t·eachers ·made 
' J 
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sure that the topic was brought up during free time· in the 
., 
staff room over the next week or so. Procedures were explained· 
and further questions were answered. When in doubt, the Engl:~sh 
teachers turned to articles by McCracken and Hunt 1 w11o had 
· clearly ·outlined how the program was to be set up. 
By the ti:me of the next staff meeting -everyone was aware 
. - ' . . . ( ' . · .. ; 
of U.S.S.R. Further discussion led to a vote and it .~as unarii-· 
mously decided to introduce U.S.S.R. for one_period (40 minutes) 
' ... -
into the school's six-day timeta. ble. Th~ pe.·liod 
be period ? on day 4 ~ . . 
But before ·the period .was actually begurl it 
chosen was to . 
' 
was felt that. 
students should be made familiar with' it. Therefore, over the' 
next week teachers; espec i.ally English .teachers 1 explained 
. I 
. ' . 
what would be happening during that. period. Students were 
. informed that they were responsible . f6r having books to read, 
. 
and that they had to choose ~he books themselves. · 
Also discussed at the staff meeting in which it was 
decided to conduct a study was the ne~d to see what, if. any, 
effect such a reading ' program would 'have on studen,t attitudes 
towards readi.ng,u The fact . that a program of· U~S.S.R.,-had been 
set up in ):"esponse to the perceived problem - poor attitude 
.. 
toward reading - indicates that it was .felt u~s. s. R. 'would 
lead to more positive attitudes toward -reading. That the 
•J. 
i 
' . 
' 
, I 
I 
~ } 
' . 
.. 
• 
. . 
' ' lntroduction of U.s.s.R. would lead. · to more positive attitud~s 
toward reading would be the assumption to be proved or disproved . 
. . \-
. by this study. • To do this ·the ·aependen t variable "reading 
. ' 
atti,tude change" wou~d need to be calculated. "Reading 
.. 
attitude change" was defined as the .difference bet}llreen scores 
students ·achieved on pre- and post-tests of ·the Estes Attitude 
Sca~es .. 
shortly: pefore the introduction· of u.s.-s .R. the Estes 
Attitude Scales were administered . to·'.all students in the school. 
I 
The Estes Attitude Scales consist of fif~een statements .in · . 
each of ~ive ·subject areas. These ~re .English, Mathematics, · 
. Reading, Science, and Social Stu4ies_. To each statement the 
~ . . . 
stud~nt may respond "strongly agree, 11 • "agree, 11 "cannot dec ide," 
11di sagree, II and II strongly disagree." Each 'possible . reply is 
scored from 5 to 1 respectively. Therefore, a total of 75 
for positive replies is possible. : Scoring_ of · the_ attitude 
scales consist of· usirig ·an answer key that· indicates positive 
at-titudes · with a score of 5 and -negative attitudes with a 
score of ~. 
In administering the' ·Estes Attitudes Scales, students were 
I . 
nat told that theit answers .had. anything to do with any pro-
gram they were presentfly doi~g in school. This was true, · 
" 
since U.s.s.R. had · not then begun. Also, students· were' told· · 
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to answer as honestly. as possible· an~ that they ~ere not '.to 
put their names on the answer sheet. Unknown to students, 
I 
ahswer sheets were coded when collected so that individual 
I 
. . . 
scores could be tabulated later. ·To· en'sure uniforini ty of 
. . . .. 
adm.inis.tration of the attitude scales, only the writer and 
.J~ne ~ther teachen- were involved .in the administration~ ? . . · Near the end 'of May, after· th~ U.S. S_. :R· had been a regular 
\_:art of the schoo:i Program for approximate~y ten ,months, the 
Estes Attitude Scale~ were administered again •• , The same pro-
cedure was used in administration and correction as had been 
' . 
I. 
used in the initial testing situation. · ~ . . · · . · · . . 
A~ men tio~~d earl~er, t~e independent variabl~s· f~r .the · 
. . ] 
study wer~: {1) reading comprehension levels of the s~udents,. 
. . 
(2) their "vocabulary" levels, ' (J)'the c~nunupities · in which 
they had completed their elementary education, {4) whether or 
not they had repeated a grade, (5) their present grade, (6) 
thEir age," and (7) their sex.· The last five of these variables 
. . 
r . · I 
were obtained by collecting the information from the sdhool 
I 
• I . 
registers. An up-:-to-date as~essment of r~ading and con\prehen- · 
sion seores was needed. It required having student11 complete 
a .standardized te_st designed to supply definite scores. 
Administered about the t irne . the U.S;. S. R. program was begun 
were the Canadian Achievement Tests.. Form 17 was used with 
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. ~· 
' grade 7, Form 18 'with grade 8 , and Form 19 with grades. 9 1 10, 
and 11. 
~ 
Only two sections of this generai ·· achieve~nt test 
were- adrninister.ed. These were the vocabulary and re~cling . 
comprehension sections of the test. · Again, only two teachers 
were involved in administ:,ration to ensure uniformity of adrnini-
stration procedure. . Correction was carried out by the present 
writer, using the answ~r key provided with the tests. 
w • 
.. \· 
Now that ·it has. ,been explained how.and why U.S.S.R. was 
in'tr.oduced to Hollands ~emorial High and how the program was ~ • 11 \. •• I, .. 
. -
to be evaluated, it is nec~ssary :~· descr. ibe t~e lchool and:. 
'its a.tudent body.· 
· · ; Hollands Memorial High is a central: high .school that· is -· 
located in Norris Point, a community of approximately 1,000 
peop1~ • . · The school's population of approximately 2so students 
' 
'come from Norris Point-Rocky Harbour predominately, with 
.. 
, approx.imately a _dozen students coming from Sally's C9ve. Stu-
dents entering the high school have attended either the 
elementary school in Norris Point or the elementary school 
in Rocky Harbour. 
Students at the school were in grades 7 to ll. 
' Grade 7 
· . There were seventy-two students in grade 7 ~ · 45. percent of 
. . . 
.·• . \ 
'f-
. ... 
'whom were •male. Approximately 47 percent of the students · ~ame 
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I 
from the Rocky Harbour elementary school,. while the remainder . 
came from the Norris Point elementary school. Sixty~one per-
cent of grade 7 stud~nts had repeated a grade . at least once . 
duri~g theif years in schbol. Table 1 giyes the · scores · f~r 
.. 
the grade on vocabulary and comprehension as attained on C.A.T. 
. . . I 
as well .as the pre- and post-test results· for the class on the 
I 
Es.tes Attutude Survey. 
·-
Grade 8 . 
There we~e "sixty-four · students in grade 8 with 4 7 percent 
of . them male. Apt'roximately 45 percent of the students ' 1had. 
attended elementary scho,ol in .. Rocky Harbour· and 55. percent 
~ad atteridj:!d th~ Norris Point. elementa.ry school: Forty.-.seven 
percent of grade B. students had r .epeated at least one grade 
.... . . . 
during their time in school. Table 2 gives the scores the · 
grade attained for vocabulary and compFehension on the C.A.T: 
as well as pre- and post-scores on the Estes Attitude Scale.s. · . 
Grades 9 to li • • 
There were 144 students in grades 9 to 11, with ·49 perqent .. 
( 
of them being male. Approximately. 44 percent of these students 
had attended elementary school in Rocky Harbour, while 56 
. percent had attended the Norris Point elementary school ~. 
Sixty-eight percent of students had repeated at least one 
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Table. 3 gives the scores .grade during th~ir years in school. 
the grade attained for vocabulary and comprehension on C.A.T. 
. ! . .J 
as well as pre- and .post-scores on the Estes Attitude Scales. 
I 
. Grades 7 to 11 
For the entire school student population, . 47 percent were 
male. Forty.~five percent had attendelt elementary school in 
Rocky Harbour, whiie 55. percent had atte'nded the ele~enta~y · 
school in Norris Point. Sixty-one percent of students had 
repeated at least one g.rade during their · years in school •. 
Tabl~ 4 gives the scores for the school populati9n as a whole 
for . vocabul~ry and comprehension on the C.A.T. as well as 
pre- _and pqst-scores on the Estes Attitude Scal~s • . 
, I . '. 
. The Feeder ·schooi Communities 
' The . two communities from 
feed into the high school are 
which dl~me~tary school students 
approxJ~ately the same size in 
terms. of popU'lation. They are also alike · ~n that fishing is 
i 
one of the principal means of employment for - th~ resident~. ~ 
But in .,many ways the communities are different. ·. i. 
Rocky Harbour appears to be· the more modern of the two 
communities. Its elementary school is only a few years old, 
and adjacent to the school is a new public library that is open 
Q 
on a regular basis. 
. I I 
Ro9ky HarbQ~r is- also the administrative 
I· 
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variables Mean 
. Age 12.80 
Sex 1.44 . 
aeJeati.ng I l. 61 
community. I 1. 47 
.. "~ " Vocabulary I 16.82 
Reading I 23.70 
Attitude 1 52.44 
Attitude 2 56.86 
-
Attitude Change 3.92 
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Tab1e : 1 
.-
Descriptive Statis~ics 
Grade 7 
• Standard Deviation Kurtosis 
I 1.11 .-0. 26 
0.50 I -2."0.0 . 
0.49 I . -l. 84 · 
0.'50 
. ·1. ; -2.05 
4.51 . -0. ~1 
6. 45 . ~ 
-0.66 . 
10.77 ..:.o 0 QJ. 
' . . 
1 ·0.03 3. 88 . • 
10.56 
-I ol. 06 
. ~--· . , . 
.-
. 
..... .-... .. -
I. 
·Skewness Minimum ·Maximum 
- -- ~ 1.13 12 15 
../ 
0.23 1 2 · 
. . -0.4 7 1 - I I 0.11 1 " 2 
0.48 I 9 I 28 
' .. 
0.19 . 11 39 
-·- -- . ... -
, · 
-:-0.29 24 75 
-1.50 18 ' 72 
·o. o4· ;_29 31 
* 
C/ 
t>,) 
co 
I 
.., 
variables I Mean 1· 
Age I 13.94 I 
· Sex 1. 47 
. ., . I Repeating. l..47 
I 1.-45 Community · (.··.j . 
' Vocabul.FlrY . , l.S. 40 I 
. ~ 
~ 
Reading I 24.27 
Attitude l. 55.81 
Attitude 2 I 57~67 
~ttituqe Change I 2.l.6 I 
t 
.I 
I ~ 
.  
;d · 
... t 
. •I 
Table 2 , · 
Descriptive Statistics 
Grade ·s_. 
,.· 
• ... J • 
- - ... -.....,----~--·--- ... ~- .~ - . . t - . 
·' · , 
.f 
J 
I 
. 
. 
. . 
. .. 
~~': · 
. I, . 
Stanaara Deviation I Kurtosis ·I Skewness I M~irnum I Maximum 
1. 08 
I 
0.00 
I·. 
0.98 
I 
13 . 17 
0.50 -2.05 0.13 1 2 
~:::: j o.l.3 0.50 l. 2 ) o.so . • 0.-19 1 2 
3 •. 93 I 
' 
0.90 I o. 69· I 8 • I 28 . 
I 
5.00 0.76 -0.35 .13 33 
9.].7 . 0.61 -0. 6.2 28 73 I 
8.82 
... 
0~84 -0.65 -30 I 73 ·---10.61 I 0.86 -O.l.7 - 31 ·29 • 
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I· I Table 3 / 
r 
. r 
~escriEtive Statistics 
Grades 9-l.l. ... 
. . 
,_ . ~ 
Variables Mean Standard Deviation Kurtosis Skewness Minimum Maximum 
Age 15.42 1. 04 -0.49 - 0.-30 14 18 ' 
.. 
. 
Sex 
. 
1.49 0.50 -2.03 .. 0.03 1 2 
. -
-
Repeating 1.65 0.47 -1.41 ) -o. 78 1 ' 2 
• 
.w 
.. 
· o 
Community 1'.44 0.50 -1.9~ 0.23 l. 2 
~ ~ 
.. . ~ - . I 
.. , . 
. 
Vocabulary 15.98 4.78 -0.31 0.44 6 -- ·· - 29 . 
riJI 
,_ 
Reading 25.1.2 6.91 
" 
-0.72 -0.1.1. 7 
-I 
.38 
Attitude 1 57.10 8.80 0.70 _-o. 64 26 73 
1 . • 
-o .l;-2 I I Attitude 2 57.87 9.52 ""~o.os 33 75 
Attitude Change ' -0.46 -26 0.42 6.96 1.1.5 19 
' . 
Grade , 3.90 0 . 81 -1.. -43 0.18 9 11 
< a 
- .· .,. 
' .. 
-' 
-
-~ 
~=·-· .. - ··•· .. ~ · .. -···· ' . . .. .. .. . .. -. 
Variables 
Age 
sex 
.. .. Repeating 
Comrim·ni ty 
Attitude '"1. 
Attitude 2 
Attitude Change 
Grade' 
.. 
. ,. 
~ ...... .... . 
' 
Mean 
. 
14 • . 40 
1. 48 
1.61 
1. 45 
55.76 
57.56 
1.73 
2.72 
• • • . • , I ~ · 0.> • '••. • • • ., 1 ' •' t , ,I' ~~;-<_;< ~. ' o:> • •.o l ' ' I I • ..,, . • • "' .... . . ,. , ' -. I • 0 
Table:4 
Descriptive Statistics 
Grades 9-ll 
Standard Deviation 
1.55 
0.50 
0.49 
0.50 
9.54 
9.48 
9.01 
. 1.-39 
.. 
. 
.. 
Kurtosis 
. : 
-0.86 
-2.01 
-1.79 ' 
-1. 4'8 
0.40 
1. 42 
1. '19 
-1.21 
• 
-~ 
--Sk'ewness Minimum 
0.01 12 
-
0.10 1 
-0.47 1 I 
0.19 1 I 
-0.58 24' 
-0.90 18 
0 , 02 -31 
0.25 7 
. .· 
.... 
~ 
Maximum -
18 
2 
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: · ·' · ·c~ntre for the Gras Marne National' Park. As such, the admini-
. • 
s;:.rati~e offices ~re- ~ocated there and many of the park staff 
li~e iri the commu~ity. ~any of these are people who have · rnoved 
in'to the community_ from outside the province. 
Business-wise, Rocky Harbour seems to be quite progressive. 
It·. h~s tt..,o boat-buildi.ng busi~es~es, three service s-tations, 
a · liquor store, ·a building -supplies dealer, a motel, apd 
numerous grocery stores, some fairly large .. 
' . .( ' : ~ . 
Tne schopl board : . 
· offj.:ce is also l~cated therf ~nd most board - 0 personnel live in 
• • 110 • • 
the community. 
.. 
· W~th the corning of the national park, ·many families moved 
. 
into the community from the smaller communities nearby. This 
' . 
r . influx of residents has declined but still continues . 
. · Norris Pbint wOuld appear to be less -progressive. Unlike 
Rocky Harbour it is not on the main highway .route up the 
Northern Penin.sula but is located about five miies off the 
. . 
Viking Trail., Its elementary school is older than the Rocky 
Harboti'r school. •• 
Fewer businesses are located in Norris Point. . No regular· 
service station exists and most stores are relatively small. 
. ! 
The most important . feature · of the community is its small cottage . 
hospita~ which employs some local residents . 
• a 
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1 ~ .Like Rocky Harbour, its population has been boosted by 
.f _ relocation caused by the national park in the area, but it has 
not received as many new· residents as Rocky.Harbour . . 
' . 
• 
' 
The High School and Its Structure 
. 
The hi~ school in ·which this study was carried out is 
approximately twenty years old. Since it was built to accom-
_modate only grades j to 11, an additional wing had to be 
built on, consisting of six classrooms to accommodate grades 
7 and 8 when these grades moved into the scho.ol. 
The staff consisted of sixteen teachers, fncluding the 
principal and vice-principal. . Four separate departments were 
present in the school - English, Mathematics, Science, and 
Social Studies, with each department having a department head 
WQO coordinated activities within his department. The school 
also had a fairly large , library with a relatively large number 
of books - mainly fiction - that were not b~ing used a great 
deal. The librarian often commented on this lac~ of use by 
students. This, too, was another of the factors that influenced 
tpe staff to try to do something about the lack o"f reading in · 
.this school. 
' .. 
... . 
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CHAl'l'~R IV 
STUDY FINDINGS 
Analysis - Using Pearson -Correlation Coefficients 
Grade 7 
Pearson Correlation Coefficients were first obtained 
. 
betwee~ attitude .toward reading as measured in Sept~mber before 
the U.~.S~R. progra~was ini~iated and eac~ of the variabies 
age, ~, repeating, vocabul~ry, . and reading comprehension. It 
.. 
. • ? 
was decided that correlation levels of p = ·.05 or greater. would 
be judged to be significant. See Table 5 . 
I 
.. \. 
Ta~le 5 
Gra.de 7 (Pre-Study) 
Independent Variables Dependent Variable: ·Reading Attitude 
Age 
Sex 
Rel:'ea~ing 
. Vocabulary 
Reading Comprehension 
Pearson Correlation . P-Level 
Coefficients 
-0.16 
o. 22 
0.14 
0.17 
0 . 23 
.09 
.03 
.13 
.08 
.03 
The variable age was not found to be significantly related · 
to reading attitude but younger students were more likely to 
have positive attitudes toward reading.: 
r . 
.. 
' 
t) . • 
·- -~--___;. ___ ___.... __ (-__ :------4--__._ _ _ ....:...' ..:....· _ _ l. 
I 
I ·-35 . ·' 
Sex was .significantly ~elated to reading attitude. Females ' 
were found to have a more positive attitude · toward .. reading at 
p = .03 level •. 
Whether or not a student repea·ted a grade did not prove 
to be statistically significant among grade. ~students. Neither · 
did the vocabulary level of the students. But .reading compre-·, 
hension was found to be significa'ntly related (p = . 03). · 
Attitudes tow'!rd r .eading were more positive ·amf ng studen'ts 
scored higher\on reading comprehension. 1 . 
Next Pearson Correlati~n Coefficients were obtained between 
• 
· attitude change and the same variables ~ age, sex, repeating, 
vocabulary, and reading comprehension. See Table 6 . . 
.. . 
i 
Independent Variables 
Age 
S~x 
Repeating 
Vocabulary 
Reading comprehension 
• 
Table 6 
Grade 7 ' (Post-Study) 
Dependent Va~iable: Attitude Cha~ge 
.. 
' • 
~ - _., ......... -.... ---;·- ' -· l 
,. 
. .... 
r, 
. ., 
> 
. ~~ . 
·.1 ... 
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· This time the only variable t~at appeared to be significantly 
related to atti~ude change was repeating. Students who· had 
repeated a grade wer~ likely to have had a greater positive 
" .. 
attitude cnange than •non-repeaters. This change was significant 
at p ~ .OS level. 
Although age was not significantly related at p_= .05 
level it was at p = .08 and . older students tended -to ha'iel the 
greater positive attitude change. .. 
Grade 8 
As with· grade 7, Pearson Correlation Coefficients were 
f.irs·t obtained between attitude toward reading before the .. 
. . ~ . 
U.S.S.R. program was begun and the variables age, ~, repeat-
ing, vocabulary, and reading · 'comprehension. The same correlation 
level (p = . • OS) was judged to be statistically significant. See 
Table 7. 
Attitude toward reading was found to be significantly 
related to age. · In fact, the level of . significance was p = • 00. 
The relationship between age and attitude was one where the 
younger students had more ~ositive'attitudes toward reading 
than did the older students. 
Attitude and sex were also ·found to be very highly corre-
lated. The level of significance.was found to be at least 
_p = .00. Females had more positive attitudes toward reading. 
' 
• 
l " 
Age 
se~ 
Repeating 
Vocabulary 
Reading Comprehension 
... . 
Table 7 
Grade 8 (Pre-Study) 
Dependen_t 'y~rial::>le: Reading At~itQde . 
. . I . 
' . 
Pearson Correlation P-Level 
Coefficients 
-0.39 0.00 
0.43 0.00 
.0. 31 . o. 01 
0~11 0. 20 . 
0.30 0. 01 • 
~~--------------------~~--------------------------~------------- ~ 
' 
Whether or -not students had - repeat~d was also found to 
be significantly related to re~ding attitude. The level of 
significance was' p· = > 01. -Students who had never - rep~~t~d a 
i 
grade were likely to have more positiv~ attitudes towa~ rea~ing. 
Students' vocabular~scores _ were not found ·to 'be. signifi-
. . 
' cantly related to reading attitude but reading comprehension 
. ' 
was p = .01. Students who had high reading comprehension scores 
were likely to have more positive attitudes toward reading. 
Next, Pearson Correlation Coefficients were obtained between 
attitude· c~ange and the same five variables. (See Table 8). 
Attitud~ change did not prove to be significantly re l aied to 
.. • sex, repeating, or vocabulary, but it was significa.ntly related 
\ 
, 
- ' 
. ~ - . 
---
' I 
\ 
' 
. ! 
, 
..:.· .38 
. . i 
to age (p = .OJ) and reading comprehension (p = ·.OS). Older 
students· were found to have a greater positive change in attitude 
Age 
tow~rd . reading and students whose reading.comprehension scores 
wetetlow tended to have greater positive ch~nges in reading 
attitude. 
·' Table B 
Grade B (Post-Study) 
• # 
Dependent Variable: · Attitude Change 
Pearson Correlation 
Coefficient~ 
0.2S 
P=Level 
Sex 
· · Repeating 
-0.08 
-0~05 
.03 
.• 28 
. •• 35 
Vocabulary o.o2 1 
-0.22 
.45 
Reading Comprehension .OS 
I 
Grades 9, 10, and 11 
Students in grades .9 to 11 were tested as a single group 
because each had taken the same level of the Canadian Achievement 
Test. Pearson Correlation scor·es were obtained first between 
attitude toward reading before the introduction of U.S.S.R. and' 
six variables grade, age, sex, repeating, vocabulary, and 
,. 
I 
I 
\ 
"l 
: .). 
l 
39 
reading comprehension.· · Again, .p - • 05 was used as a significant 
level- of correlation. See Table 9. 
Table 9 
Grades 9, 10, and 11 (Pre-Study) 
' ~ Inqependent Variables Dependent Variable: Reading Attitude 
Grade· 
~ge 
·sex 
. ......._ 
·I 
Pearson Correlation P-Level 
coefficients 
o·. 06 .23 
r0.12 .09 
.00 . ·, 0. 36 
Repeating ~~2 .01 
Vocabulary 0. 37 .oo· 
Reading comprehension 0.26 .• 00 
The first variabl~, grade, was not found to be significantly 
related to attitude on reading. Neither was age, although the 
correlation was high (p = . . 09) with younger students tending to ' 
have more positive attitudes toward reading. . l 
Sex and attitude toward reading were very significant! 
related (p = .OOt with females likely to have rnore . positive 
attitudes toward reading~ 
\ . 
Repeating and attitude toward reading were significantly 
co~related at p = .01. Non-repe~ters were more likely to have 
positive.attitud~s toward reading. 
, 
~ . 
--------------~------~-------------------------~ 
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' 
·The correlation b.etw.een vocabulary an·d attitude. toward 
reading was very significant a1t P. = .00. Students with high 
/. 
vocabulary scores also had more positive attitudes t ·oward 
reading. · 
Final!~~ the correla~ion . between reading attitude and 
reading comprehension was also very significant at p = .00 • 
. 
Students with high scores on reading cornpr~hensi~n were likely 
to have more positive attitudes toward reading • 
. 
Nex.t, Pear.son Correla~ion Coefficients were .obtained 
· between change in reading attitude .and the same six variables 
I 
previously used. See Table 10. \ This time the only variable 
' ' . 
that· was found to be closely related to· ·attitude change was 
. 4 
grade· level. The level of correlation (p ,= • 06) was not judged 
. . 
to be significant, but nevertheless, it was relatively .high. 
Table 10 
Grades 9, 10, and 11 (Post-Study)" 
Independent Variables Dependent Variable: 
,. 
Attitude Change 
Pearson Correlation p·-Level 
Coefficients 
Grape -0.13 .06 
Age -0.05 . • 2~ 
Sex -0.03 .35 
Repeating 0.08 . .18 
Vocabulary . o.oo • s·o 
___ .. 
Reading Compre hension o. 08 . ~ '19" 
... _________ _ 
., 
.· 
) 
1 ' 
----
I. 
' 1 
· ' 
I 
- f 
' 
·. • 
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· ·students · in the lower grades were usually those . who experienced 
the greatest positive change in attitude toward reading. 
Grades . 7 to 11 . 
Pearson Correlation Coefficients were next found for 
attitude toward reading and the variables grade, age,. sex, and 
repeating fo~ students in grades 7 to 11. See Table 11. Three 
. ·of the variables were found to b.~ .sign:ificantly related to 
_attitude . toward 'feadi,ng ~ rJ:lese were· grade (.p = . 00) ,. ~. 
l(p = ." 00), and repeat~in~ (p = •
1
00). Students who have more 
rositive attitudes .toward reading were likely to be in highe:r; 
.. 
grades, female, and nQn~repeate~s. 
! 
I 
' i 
Independent V4riables 
· Grade . 
Age 
sex 
Repeating 
{ 
Table 11 
Grades 7-11 (Pre-Study) 
Dependent variable: Reading Attitude 
Pearson Correla~ion P-Level 
Coefficients 
0'.17 .oo 
o. 00 . • 50 
0.33 
'l .00 
0.22 ;.00 
~ 
I . -
.. 
, 
.; 
; ' 
__ j,_-·- -- - · ---- --4'11"-1 ---.... .. _,....pi-- ...... ..... -, ......  1':""' . ..,.__ ___ _______ _....L. 
I · 
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.. 
Pearson Correlation Coefficients were next foun~ between_ 
change in attitud·e toward reading and the same variables. See 
. Ta~l'e 12. -
0 
Table 12 
Grades 7-11 (Post-Study) 
Independent Variables Dependent Variable: Attitude Change 
'i Pearson Correlation P-Level 
' Coefficients 
Grade -0.18 • 00 
Age· -0. OS .22 
sex - I -0.07 -.13 
I l 
Repeating v -0.06 .16 :::::::----
This time only grade was found to 'be significantly related to 
attitude change. It was significant at p = .00. Students in 
the lower grade were · likely to have greater positive cha_nges 
i~· attitude toward reading. Although repeati~g was not sig-
nificantly related to change in attitude toward reading, the 
correlation was high (p = .16) -. Students who had -repeated 
were likely to have more positive attitude changes. 
J 
' ~I · 
• I 
r 
t l 
.. 
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Analysis Using" Multiple Regression With Beta Scores 
Grade 7 : Multiple Regres'sion 
.I. 
'' Table 13 gives the effect . of six independent -variables 
age, sex, repeating, community, vocabulary, and reading compre-
. .. . / 
hensio~ - - ~n attit,ude change for; grad~ 7. Attitude change was 
measur.ed by finding the difference in pre- and post-scqres on 
the Estes Attitude Scales. The· six variables together account. 
for 24.5 percent of the attitude change among grade 7 students. 
-~
Of the six ~actors, only community was found to be significantly 
related to the attitude change. Community was a ·significant 
factor at p = .01 level. Students who had attended elementary 
school in Nor.ris Point tended to experience more positive 
I 
attitude chan'ges. 
! . 
Using the standard beta scores it can be observed that · 
although repeating was not statistically significant at .. 01 · 
· levels the direction of the. effect is interesting. At grade 
7 repeaters were more likely to experience positive gains in · 
attitude. When the variable . repeating is studied for other 
grades, the importance of this· becomes more tnter~sting. 
It is also worth noting that while students-- with higher 
• 
. reading comprehension likely 
~ \ 
scores were to experfence mor.e 
f,· 
positive attitude changes, it was the student whose vocabulary. 
:· 
.· 
, 
I 
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scores ·were lower who experienced more positive attitude changes 
in CJrade 7. 
Grade 8: Multiple Regression 
In Table 14 the' same six variables are· shown as they relate 
to attitude ~ange toward reading for grade 8 students .• With 
grade 8 students the six variables account for 16 percent of 
the attitude change. ·' The only facto~ : that wa~ significantly 
. . I 
related to attitude changes· was age qt p = .01. For grade 8 
students .the direction of 'the effect indicates that the'o+der 
students were more likely to experience the grea~er gains 
in attitude. 
· The level of significance for -communi.ty for grade 8 
students is very low but what is interesting is the direction 
of the effect of community. Grade 8 s,tudents who had attended 
elementary scho?l at Rock¥ Harbour were the students who 
experiencec;l the greater positive change in reading attitude. 
Ove~all, students from Rocky Harbour were shown ,to have the 
more positive ~eading attitudes~ Thus, it would seem that 
even students with positive attitudes were able to make 
• 
improvements in this reading altitude. 
Also for grade 8 students the direction of the effect of 
vocabulary and reading comprehension variables has reversed 
I. 
I' j' 
. '. 
• ! 
' 
' 
L 
I 
i 
.• 
- .1 
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from the directio"n for grade 7 students. The.effect of these _ 
. -
variables is not significant at p = .01 but it is interesting 
to note that for grade 8 students higher vocabulary sco~es and 
lower _reading compr~hension scores tended to be asso6iated 
with more positive attitude changes. 
Grades 9, 10, an_d 11: Multiple Regression 
Students in gr,ades 9, 10, and 11 are able to · be ,obser!'J~d 
together because they all took the same vocabulry and read(~, 
comprehension tests, Form 19. · In Table} the effect of the 
I I 
I ' 
variables grade, age, ~' repeating, community, vocabul~~y, 
and reading comprehension is flhown as it relates to attitude J 
' 
change t?.ward reading. These seven variables account for 
only 9.2 percent of the attitude change toward reading. See 
Table 15. 
Of the seven· variables, three were found to have a sig-
nificant effect at -p = .01 .. For ·the variable grade, the lower 
the grade the more likely it ap~ears that students would have 
a positive attitude change. For the variable age, on the 
other hand, older students were likely to experience the ~ 
greater gains in attitude change. For the variable repeatins, 
.. 
students who had repeated were less likely to experience 
greater positive gains in attitude. Since older . students in 
·. :·.~·::~---·= ~ • • ,. --~-... ..... __...._ ....... 1' • •.. • .. ..... . ..... .._. , _ _ ...... - - ... ~. - - • • 
-
(r 
v 
. , a zazt+· 
I ( 
. -... -
.j 
t 
i 
a 
-.~ 
'!ower grades are usually the repeaters, this finl;).ing appears 
contradictory. It is certainly an area that ·would warrant 
further study. 
The trend that was observed at the grade 8 level great-er 
positive effect on reading attitude for student~ whose vocabu-
lary scores were high and reading comprehension sc~es were 
' low - no longer exists. Rather, grades 9, 10, and 11 tend . to 
be like grade 7 students in this regard~ 
Grades 7 to 11: Multiple Regression 
Finally, Table 16 show~ the effect .of ,five variabJes 
grade, age, sex, repeating, and .community- on attitude change 
-,- --
toward reading. The· five variables account for only 7;7 
per~ent of the attitude chang~, ·but three of these variable~ 
are related significantly at p = .01 level of significance. 
For the grades 7 to 11, students are more likely to have a 
positive attitude chan~·e if they are in the ~er grades . . For 
the v.ariable age, it appears .that older st.udent.s ·are likely 
. . . ' . to experie~ce the more pos~t1ve att~tude changes~ For the 
variable repeating, students wllo had repe~ted are less likely 
to experience· positive attitude changes in reading. 
.. 
• 
•,, 
. . ·
.  
. . 
. 
--~~----------------------------------~~-----------------------------
' \ 
.. 
~ 
Independent Variables ~ 
' 
, 
~(B) 
Beta 
Age \-0.42 
Sex -0.82 
-Repeating -5.10 
Community 8.01 
Vocabulary -0.30 
. . 
. 
., .... . . 
Reading 0.41 
R2 . 
.- 0.25 
Constant 2.16 
.. .. •' 
.. 
./ ,, 
• 
.. 
. 
Table 13 .__...-
Grade 7 • 
Dependent Variable: Attitude Change 
-
Standard Standard dF f-ratio 
Beta Error 
. 
-0.04 2. 25 . 5/59 0.04 
-0.04 . 2.53 5/59 0.11 
-0.24 5.16 5/59 0 •. 98 
0.38 2. 4.9 5/59 - 10.35 
-0.13 0.39 
' 
5/58 0.55 
0.21 0. 28•·-. 5/5,8 2.12 
' 
I 
.. 
-- -
># 
·_) .'v 
, 
-
' 
p-level 
ns 
ns 
ns 
• 01 
ns 
ns 
. 
> 
_j 
~ 
-.J 
I 
\ 
\, . 
' 
' Independent_ Variables . 
(B) 
Raw. Beta 
Age .. 4.25 
Sex -0.64 
. 
Repeating 6.73 
Community -1.99 
Vocabulary 0.31 
Reading -0.47 
R2 0.16 
Constant .. -56.48 
' 
----- · ------ ~ 
-· 
Table 14 
Grade B 
j- <J • 
t..:'l • 
. . 
Dependent ·variable: 
. 
Stand'ard Standard 
Beta Error 
0.43 2.29 
-0.03 2.95 
0.32 - 5.16 
-0.09 3. ·o2 
0.12 . . 0.45 
-0. 22 . .0. 36 . 
. 
; 
. -~ 
• 
Attitude _Change < • 
. 
.dF f-ratio 
' ..~ 5.(52 3.46 
5/52 0.05 
. 
5/52 . 1. 70 
s/s2 0.43 
. 
5/50 0.48 
5/50 1. 70 
. ---- . 
f 
--
' . 
~ ' · •• A F ' -~ -
p-1evel 
.01 
ns ' < 
ns 
ns 
ns . . 
ns 
. 
• 
.. 
-
.z:,. 
CX) 
.. 
) 
. . • 
'I 
: ~ 
,., . • 
Table 15. 
Grades 9, 10,'and 11 
Independent·· Variab1es Dependent Variab1e:_ . Attitude Change 
, , , 
uo Standard Standard £-ratio 
Raw Beta Beta Error 
Grade -4.04 -0.47 1.41 7/121 8.21 
.-
Age 2.96 0.44 I 1.27 7/121 5.43 
sex -0.36 -0.03 1. 27 7/12'! 0.08 
Repeating 6.. 40 
. 0. 43 . 2.6.).. -· 7/121 6.01 
' 
Community -
-0.74 -0.06 1.27 7/121 0.39 
l . 
. I -
Vocabulary, · r. ·, , . -0~17 -0.12 0.20 7/121· 0.75 
- \ ' • 1'\-• . . 
' Readi~g _ .'~ \ o.is ' . 0.15 .. 0.13 . . . 7/121 1.47 
.. 
R2 ' ' ~ \____ 0. 09 
. · '-
: 
. \ : Constant . . .'-39 ~' 59 .. / 
' 
.. 
i -
' 
., I 
I 
,· . 
I'-
'rw ·r w,. ·· ..:-..-: -- ·· · -~-
·r . -
- . 
. -. .... -.. ·- ·"' ~ ·~ . ' .. 
l ' ' 
. ~ ; .. ~ . - . w . .. . .. . . ' •• A' • ••• •• • • •••• 
<i . 
p-level 
. 
.01 
.01 
ns 
.01 
ns 
ns 
• ns 
... 
,' 
'> 
,. 
~­
\,() 
I 
• 
-:-
.,. 
Independent yariables 
• (B) 
. Raw Beta 
Grade -4.20 -
Age 
• 
3.25 
: 
~ex 0 . . ~o. 99 
Repeating 5.29 
.. 
Community 1.11 
R2 
.' 
o.os\ 
Constant·-
-42.36 
-
' . ~ • t ••• ,. • 
.p • • +<···· :. ·"" ...... . I 
Table 16 
Grades 7-11 .. 
.Dependent Variable: Attitude Change 
Standard Standard dF f-ratio 
Beta Error 
., -0.65 1.04 4/245 16.22 
0.56 1. 01 4/245 10.40 
I 
-0.06 1.13 4/245 0.77 
. 
0.29 2.12 4/~45 6.27 
0. 06 ' . l..13 4/245 0. 97. 
- : 
.. 
~ 
. 
" 
. ' 
,, 
• 
. !> 
. ' · ~/' ··-- ~ ~·"- _,. . ···: . 
. 
~- · 
..,.f ., 
p-1eve1 
.01 
.01 
ns 
.01 
ns 
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. . , . 
Sununary of Fi.ndings u~ing Pearson .Correlation . .' 
Coefficients: Attitude Toward Reading a[!! Attitude Change 
. . The 
. \attitude 
reflects 
folloCi,g {~ a summary of the relationship between 
toward reading and each of the variables studied. This 
the si tuati~n that 
the · s.cho~~: 
existed before the U.S.S.R. program 
wa·s begun at 
· 1. · Younger students :.at all grade - l,j!Ve'ls from 7 to '11 had 
more positive attitudes toward ' reading than did older students.· 
. ' ). .... : . • • . . .~ . •t . - . .. . : . . . . - . . . . 
2: Femal~s at all grade levels from 7 to, 11 had more 
3. Students ·at all grade · l~vels whose reading comprehen-
'sion' le'vei ·was -relatively 'hi-gher had. more pos.itive attitudes 
.. . . . 
toward reading ·. 
4. 
reading 
. 5. 
• 
Grade 7 ·students from Rolky Harbour had more positive 
attitudes than their counTerparts f.rom Norris Point. 
.From g -rade B to. l1, . repeating was a signific;ant 
. variable. · Non-repeaters had more positive attitudes toward 
reading. 
6. For the school population as a whole , students from 
Rocky Hafbour h~d better attitudes towa-rd reading • . 
7. For students in gr adef? 9 , 10, and 11 , vocabulary wa~ 
\ significant variable. Student.s with relatively · hi.gh vocabu- · 
· lary s_cores had · better-:· atti. tudes toward readi.ng. 
• • 
., 
. ' . 
.. · .... .:- -
' . 
i . 
I 
.. ·. 
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·' 
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The following is a· summary of the relationship 'betweE!n 
. . 
attitude change toward reading and each of the variables 
si;udied. 
· 1. Older studen..ts were more likely to have a more posifive I 
attitude chan.ge at the grade 7 and 8 level. 
2 • . Repeaters at the grade 7 level were likely to have 
a more positive attitude change than non-repeater.s~ This was 
related to age which was signifi.<;:a.pt for. both grades 7 and 8. 
·. · 3. Grade 7 students · from Norris · Point were more ·likely 
to have a more positive at ti~f.lde· change . 
. 4. Grade 8 students from Rock¥_....Harbour had a more positive 
attitude change . · 
5. Grade 8 students with relatively low reading compre,.. 
.  . 
hension .scores were likeiy. to hav~ a more positive attitude 
. 
change. 
the school as· a whole, students in lower grades . I 6. For 
. · . ex~eri~nced more positive attitude changes.· 
I 
·~ 
•, 
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. ,. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
~ttitude towards reading varies greatly among high school 
students. The variables studied in this project could account 
tor only a small part of the variance. But what is important 
· · is that Uninterrupted Sustained silent Reading appears to . be 
a very influential and efficient .method of promoting positive 
attitudes toward reading. 
··r 
The· students · and staff who experie~ced U.S.s.R. at Hollands 
-
·Memorial enjoyed the program. (The following year, students 
-
requested .that the program be continued). The vice-principal 
~ t Hollands Memor·i~l probably best sumrilarfzecf the views of 
most teachers and parents when he said, "If we are trying to 
makfi! students into life-long reaQers, the le~st we can do. is 
. ' 
ensure that U.S.S.R. remains a part of o·ur program • . Let''s 
wait until our grade 7 students have had u.s.~s. ·R. for five 
· years and then the true value of the program will be obvious." 
He .added;·. "As the father of .a teenage daughter, I know how 
much reading has become a part of her daily routine, and it 
pleases me to no end." 
Reading is not just ~ skil:l that is learned in school. It 
\ 
is .a part of a pe~son 's way of l ·ife - increasingly more so in 
an information society. To gradua~e students from .. an educational 
'· 
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system witho,ut . giving·· them a chance to learn ·that · reading can 
' 
.be a pieasurable e~perience is . to send them out into -life ill-
,. 
prepared to l~arn and extend themselves. 
The initial . Projec~ begun at Holland~ Memorial was·: designed 
to make time a~ilable for students to read. This could b~ 
accomplished simply by ~imetabling. The overall philosophy 
behind setting aside the time was mer~ far-r~aching. Intrin-
sically, it 'was hopeQ that students would develop r;ading 
. :habit~ ·. and_ attit~des that 'persisted out_s.:i:d'e the classroom~ - · . . 
The philo~ophy behind and the structure of u.s.s ·.R. ·were the 
. · reasons ·it was chosen as the vehicle by which' s1rudents could. 
,, 
have the opportun~ty to .. d_evelop posii;:ive attitudes toward . 
reading. 
' 
' ' 
Young·p~ople need role models . that·are positive. ("Chil-
dren tend to C?PY the behaviour of other people - especially 
people -in positions of authority whom ~hey like and~espect." 
., 
(Bandura, 1969))~ The structure behind U.S.S.R. gave the 
t
ositive models in the form of teachers who read in the class-
com and who were perceived by the students to be involved in 
an activity that was enjoyable and worthwhile. Not all students 
' might have needed to see teachers reading to understand the 
\ 
pleasure and value reading brings. Their home environments 
and past exp~riences had shown them· thi's. · But many•of the 
. ' ' 
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students did. Fo1: many students ·this was the first time that I . 
they saw adults ·engaged in re.ading whose purpose was not simply 
searching for fact:,s. 
General Discussion of Findin~s 
\ 
The re_sults of the study indica1:ed that some measure of. 
success .was ach;eved. Statistically·, .the students• attitude 
• c 'r, • : • • ' • • 
. ' ' . . . ' ' . 
. tPWc;trds reading was more po.si ti ve after. a year of u.s. s. R~ 
. . 
·. ' tha~_. before U.s.s.R.- wa.s· begun. · -· 
- · T~e greatest 'poSitive attitude _change was experienced by 
older students and 'students who had . repeated a· grade in school. 
This may _be a,ttrib_uted to the fact that initially younger . 
stuQents al.ready had more posi~ive at~itudes than did the 
older students. Therefore~ the oldetllstudents had further to 
progress to be on _the same level as the younger students. But 
I 
the fact that older students did . progr'ess further in terms of 
posittive attitude change is encouraging. 
... 
These students, · 
especially th~ repeaters, are generally . considered to be non-
rea~ers. If, in some small way, U.S.S.R. narrows the gap 
between·readers and non-reaQers, it is worthwhil~. 
' 
Another finding in the study ·that. may have wider' i mplica-
~ions ·is r;t:hat students in lower grades had more positive 
.. 
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at'tit1,1de changes than stude·nts in higher grades. When it is 
~onsidered that these are the same students who are also 
younger and, ther_efore, the same students who began with. fairly 
P?Si tive attitudes, it must be concluded tha.t something signi-
• ficant happened during the same year that U.S.S.R. was 
introduced to affect the attitudes of · these· young students 
toward reading. This study· inv'?lved only grades 7 to 11, but 
the indication i 's that it wou~d be 'ef!ective in the lower 
.. ' • /grades as well ;.. perhaps even· more so. 
··) . Students who were low in terms of re·ading comprehe~sion 
also •gained more . positive attitudes toward readin·g. If it:can 
be assumed ~hat\a positive attitude toward :.reading is ne~essary '. 
or at least a help, in increasing reading compr~hension, 'the 
' ' 
implications of this finding may well 'be very significant. • At 
which grade or grades do you find students whose reading com-
.. 
prehension is low? . The answer is obvious. All grades c.ontai~ 
. . . student!3 whose. reading l~:.,~is vary widely·.. u.s. s. R. I then, 
has a·place in any grade. 
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Recommendations for Further Implementat~on 
of U.S.S . R. ' · I 
The recommenda'tions 'to be offered nere a ·re based .. on two 
factors - the· philosophy and the research associated with 
Uninterrupted Sustained Silent Reading. 
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First, on the local scene - - Rocky Harbour and Norris · 
Point - it is recommended that U.S.S.R.· be begun .in the two 
elementary schools and continued in the high school. In intra-
,ducing u.s.s.'R .. at the elementary schools, it would be advis-
. 
' .. 
able to follow a structured approach so that the philosophy 
' . . 
?f U.S.S.R. becomes known and accepted by the tea~hers and 
administrators. ·The succe;;s of the program will on'!y be as 
_strong as the commitment of the teachers to it. Appendix A 
pr~vides. a teacher,' s handbook for introducing U.S.s.R. · i nto 
il. 
any school system. 
In high schools where timetabling is a problem because of 
the structure of the new reo_rga~~zed high school program, some 
. ~ ., ._. '• .. . . 
flexibility has to be supplied. -On a..-s-ix-day, 'seven periods 
per day, cycle, offering fourt;een credits of three periods each 
leaves no time slot -for any other programs. Th9refore, .a 
compr~mise must be made if a program such as U.s.s.R. is to 
become a part of the school program. The compromise used 
Hollan~s Memorial (and which i J · is. recommended should be 
I 
at 
, . 
followed) was that one period was taken from courses that were 
two credits (six periods). School personr-el can best decidEl 
which of the courses can be reduced to five periods to accom-
moda te the new program. 
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_. One peri,od t\r . six'-:.~ cycle appeared to work well for 
high school students. Most students ·had no difficulty in 
\ ~~ I 
concentrating on a b'ook for forty ··minutes. The time usually 
' \ 
........... . 
proved .to be long. enough for students beginning a book to 
read 'the first chapter. Usually, by that time they could 
~ecide if t _he book · wa~' worth taking the time to complete. For -
the vast majority of student~, .completion of the book occurred 
outside the classroom · or during spare time. at school. The 
next U.S.S.R. period saw the beginriing of a new book. 
At both the pri:mary school leve1 · and the elementary school 
level, forty minutes of sustained silent reading will probably 
be too long.. What would be more advfsable would be to have 
'· . 
· periods · of ten to fifteen minutes in the primary and twenty to · 
thirty minutes in the elementary levels. These time periods 
can only be estimates, for each teacher can best decide the 
'• 
amount of time his/her students will be able to be invol_ved in 
sustained silent reading_. It would be best to start ' with a 
short period of time and gradually increase it as students 
become more mature readers. 
To compensate for the shorter periods of time involved 
in U.S.S.R., more periods per week should be provided. At 
the primary and elementary levels a period per day would not 
be unreasonable. Besides developing a positive attitude toward 
1 
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read-ing, s~udents at these levels 'are . also developi ng and 
reih£orcing reading sk'ills. As Smith (1978) suggests, people 
/ ' 
learn to read by reading. It is time student·~./~ere given t~e 
opportunity to read. Oliver (1970) suggested that reading 
efficiency could probably best be achieved by 20 percent 
instruction and 80 percent practice. U.s .s.R. can provide 
. some of that practice. 
Reconunendations for Further Study 
.Throughout the Province, schools in which reading attitude 
is a problem are urged to begin U.s.s.R. programs_. At the 
beginning of the program, many schools .from widely different 
ba.ckgrounds should set up studies that can lead to greater 
understanding of the effect of u.S. S. R. on reading attitude. 
These studies should be conducted for longer periods of time . 
than the present study so that a more adequate assessment of , 
' . 
the importance of such a program can be ascertained. 
~t the same time, reading attitude di"fferences within the 
Province can be documented and investigated. For example, in 
tlie present study· it was found that community had an effect on 
• I 
reading atti,tude and attitude change , At the beginning of the 
prqgram·,. students who had attend~d elementary school in Rocky 
Harbour had a more positive attitude toward r e ading than did 
... 
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the students _who attended elementary school in ~orr~s Point. 
Why was this the pase? · Which factors existed among Rocky . . 
Harbour students that led to a more positive rea·ding attitude? 
If these factors were identified, perhaps they could be intra- .. 
duced .in Norris Point. 'More importantly, perhaps .they could 
be transferred to school students generally. More exte.nsi ve, .-
~ ' . 
. long-term study in this area is warranted. 
·, 
. ( . . 
As ·wa·s made evident in 'Chapter II, few sta tls'tical studies 
. " /. 
have been conducted in U.S.S.R. Most studies: ' have been per-
. ;.~"' 
. , 
. 
.• 
. . . -· . . 
· sana£ studies that. consisted· of observations of ;>tudents 'J .. . 
attitudes toward readi;og. Hicks (1983) 1 studying a grade . . 6: .•T 
. .... . . 
class, concluded that after a year of U.S.S.R. , ·students carne : 
·, 
to find reading an enjoyable pasttime and began to look forward 
.... . . . : 
' u • 
to re_ading time. In the ,abse·nce of long-term statistical · . . . · 
studies ~ we. will _have to \depe~d upon direc~ obser~a:~-ons an~ r··-~ -.:...·_.':;;/:.: · ··:·:: : ·.< - ~~ 
- . i . . - .:·· .• ;.'·~- - ~··: · ... -·.: --~ .. · -~ ·:. _  .... 
teacher inte rpretation of how .students are affe cted by U.s ~s -._R. · .. ,_ ·· .. 
.. . ·:: ... I'~ .. -
: .. · ~ - ·:_ .~ :· ·~ ·- .: . · . .- .... ~ ... ,,. e~per_i-. :. · .. · .·.······ ·: . . · .. . . 
- .. ·= · 
Ultimately, these observations may prove as helpful as 
' ' ' • , ·~.· : ' # •' 0 I p'" ' r ' 
so far 1 at least, the conc-~usio~~ .· · · . :· ,-
. \ . . '. · . I .f 
mentally designed · studies. 
-of both types of studies appe~r to be the same. 
Afterword ' 
t 1 
I · 
.. ; . 
Setting up U.S.S.R. · programs for schools has much to . offer. 
Its strpctured·, yet simple method of introduction' and operation 
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are complemented by its economy. Schools with books in their 
' 
libraries have little to purchase. Many of the books that 
will be chosen by students will be their own, those borrowed 
from friends and te~chers, or those borrowed from the public 
librarie.s. With greater demand by students for books, the 
. ~ 
supply of books locally will expand, creating an atmosphere in 
' 
which books and reading become more visible. In such an, 
environment, ' reading attitude will almost assuredly ·be more . 
;. 
positiv~·than it i6 at present. 
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INTRODUCTION 
.. ~ As an educator you are ~ware ~f the need for people to be 
able to read: You are also familiar .with people who know how 
to read but· for whatever reasons, choose not to re.ad. Most 
educators, like yourself, would like to see students develop 
a reading ha~it that will remain with them for a lifetime. 
Despite· t~e heavy workload that is already placed upon the 
I 
. • SChOOl system and UpOn YOU aS a teacher 1 the SChOO~ Setting . 
• is probably the only place that can foster this reading habit. 
It is, therefore, on you that the onus falls to make every 
. 
oppo~tunity possible so that young people become lifetime 
readers. 
You ask, "·How can I do this when I already have so much 
.to do?" Your question is a leg~timate one. Fortunately, 
what you can do will take very little of yo~r time, and once 
lt has begun will require no •effort on your behalf. In fact, 
. • you will probably find it to be_a moment·of calm in your busy 
schedule. 
Have you ever heard of a U.S.S.R. program? No, it is not 
some Soviet plot to overthrow our educational system. Actually, 
it stands for "Uninterrupted Sustained Silent' Reading." . The 
purpose of this booklet will be to make you familiar with the 
implementation· of a .. ~u.s.s.R. program. To do so -it will be · 
.... 
... 
.. 
.. 
'· 
, .. 
\. 
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necessary to point out what is unique about the program, how 
to set it up, and what has 
towards reading 'in schools 
I 
happened to student attitudes 
where it has been set up ~- To find · 
out more about a program that will change kids' minds about 
· reading, turn the page. 
.· 
J . 
.~ 
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WHAT IS U.S.S.R.? 
Uninterrupted Sustained-Silent Reading {U.S.S.R.), or I 
Sustained Silent ·Reading (S.S.R.) for those ~ho object to the 
connotations of the first,is a structured silent reading pro-
gram. It refers to a-specific time in the timetable when 
everyone in your school - students, teachers, administrators, 
etc. - read. Yes; that is all th~y do. What is the purpose 
o( this reading? Enjoyment. Adults who read recreationally 
kno~ the enjoyment that reading brings. For many children 
reading is only associated with study and homework, and ·we all 
know that some children don't even get time at horne for this. 
U.S.S.R.· attempts. to give them an opportunity in school to 
find out that reading can be fun. 
In order to accomplish this, allreading during U.S.S.R. 
·periods must be in self-selected books. Also, students must 
b~ made aware that their·reading will not be tested. No text-
bqok reading, no studying, no reviewing for exams can t~ke 
place during this time. Afterwards,children ' will . not be 
~ 
quizzed on what ibey have read. If a child volunteers to 
share some reading experience with you, w~ll and good, but 
each child must feel that reading is a personal experience. 
time? Reading too! Yes, the teacher 
I 
i 
i 
durin':) this 
in the class 
... 
... 
. J 
'· 
...... 
.. 
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( 
doing some of the reading he always wished ~e had time. for. 
In doing so he will be accomplishing the most important part 
of the program - p~oviding an adult role model so that students 
will see adults doing and .enjoying what they hav~ asked stu-
•, 
dents to do. We have long known that students learn a great 
d~al by imi~ation. Here you ~ill be providing an opportunity 
for them to imitate a worthwhile activity. Remember, many · 
. . 
of ~hem probably never see adults rea~ing regularly at home. 
Your on~y restriction is that you not read textbooks or· 
correct papers and exams. After all, this is supposed to be ~ 
. . 
·perceived as enjoyrnenb - not work. 
- ~y now\that idea of s~lf-selected reading material is 
_probably begi~ni~g to give you some trouble. The problem for 
children in earlier grades will be to select a book they can 
. . 
read. The teacher may want to suggest titles of books that 
I 
are of appropriate reading level, but thii will not always be 
nece~sary. Children will not stay with a book th~t they can't 
\ 
l 
make sense of. And research has shown that'once a child can 
handle a book or reading level with ease; he. will want to 
move into reading material - that presents some challenge. When 
the child no longer finds The Hardy Boys stimulating it will 
be very natural to move into more stimulating reading. 
But what of the older kids? Their self-selection may 
result . in rea.ding mater~al that is "smutty," "degrading" or 
• 
- -·-- ·-··- ··--· ·----------
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'· 
"offensive." Certai.nly your concern is warranted, but remember· 
that reading will . be taking place in a class situation. Most 
chil.dren will be embarrassed to bring ~h.ese books along. Those 
who do will probably do so for-shock effect - shocking the 
teacher. After a few classes when· no one notices, most of 
these· students go back to reading material that is not objec-
tionable. And what of Harleq~~n . Romances? Like The Hardy Boys, 
if students are into reading r 'egularly they will outgrow them. 
' There is only one restr~ction that I recommend at the high 
'• . 
school level - no comics or. magazines. This is a personal 
choice, ·but requil:::ing students to read paperback 9r hqrdcover 
<• 
novels, short stories,· e·tc ·:,'" ':'ill - in most ·cases . - require 
. 
them to use their . libraries. 
. ~ 
Earlier it was mentioned that the program was structured. 
"Well, where is the structure?" you ask. "And how is this 
different from a. 'free' reading period?" 
Well, first of all there is a control on what can be 
read- ho school te~tbooks. Secondly, the teacher . has to read, 
not correct tests and assignments or make up tests. Finally, 
the reading period is a regular, permanent part of the time-
table. It is not 
~tud~nts begin to 
other subjects. 
listed as a free pertod but as U.S.S.R. 
feel it is considere4 in the same light as 
It has importance. The only thing different 
is that it won't be evaluated. 
-- .. -------- ---~ . . 
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'RELEVANT RESEARCH 
"If we . think that reaping is · fun we need to read for 
pleasure where our kids can see us and give them an opportunity -
in school to read for -pleasure also." (Yackeli 1979). 
Yackel'probably summarizes wh~~ a.great number of educa-
tors believe about . reading. Smith (1978) states the very 
. . l -
basic __ p~ilosophy that children learn to read by reading. 
But what .has research ~ctually shown about U.S.S.R.? 
Well! most research has attempted to show some relatio~s~p. 
1 ·between a .. U.s.s.R. program and student attitude towards reaQ.-
. . 
· ing and student achievement level. Obviously we would hope 
/ 
'for an increase in bpth. Let's take a look at a.number ; of 
~­
studi'es and their results: 
. ' ~ 
Cline and Krethe (1980) report on a three-year s.s.R. 
program in grades 7-9, mostly ~igh achievers. The results 
indicate a positive attitude c~ange a~ .bl level of significance. 
,..... ' Surprisingly, tQ.e greatest amount of positiv_e change was among 
· the low· achie~ers ·in class. Imagine being able to motivate 
those re.luctant readers in y~ur. qlass! 
Ball (1981) reports on a U~S.S.R. program that had 93 
·perc~nt of staff saying the program was excellent, should 
' 
"'\ , 
expand, or kept as is. O~~y 7 percent felt that the program , 
• • 
was not beneficial. 
•• 
- --- ---------···-- ·· - ---~-·-• " ' "" 
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Among students 92 percent wanted the program to either 
continue or exp~nd ~nd 1 percent felt th~t th~ program had 
re~ulted in an increase in their cnjoyme~t of reading. 
Burley (1980) tells about ~ program that compared the 
·effect of 4 different types of re~ding programs. 
,., 
These were: 
•.. 
1. U.S.S.R. 
2. Progrilmmcd Textbooks 
3. Programmed Cassette Tapes, and 
4. Program Skill Development Kits 
The results shdw tha~ the most successful method of 
reading practic~ used to improve literal and inferential read-
ing. comprehension for high school students was U.S.S.R. Again, 
the progrt1m was most effective among disadvantaged readers. 
Still need more convincing? Langford (1978) reports on 
a U.S.S.R. program used with . 250 fifth and sixth graders. 
h h . . . \ . d' . d T cy sow a pos1t1vc 1ncrcase 1n rca 1ng att1tu cat 0.5 level 
of significance and a positive increase on Slosson Oral Test 
at 0.05 level of significance. 
Hilmot (1975) reports that with a group of 576 grade 2, 
4, and 6 students during a period from November 1972 - June 1973 
grades 4 and G showed a positive change in attitude at .05 level 
of sigiii fic~inco. 
"Arc then' .\ny ncgiltive results to report?" you .:tsk. Yeo 
., there arc. 
• 
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Minton ( 1980) reports of a fiftcen-minute 'daily u.s.s .. R. 
program that lasted one semester. The results indicate no 
increase in attitude change or reading achievement level . So, 
what went wrong? ; 
I guess you can already guess the main problem. \~hat 
really can you expect in such a short period of time - fifteen 
minutes and a cpuple of months? But more than this the report 
indicates there was no provision made for staff consultation 
or inservice. And students were forced to read wherever they 
were - gym, lab, workshop, e tc. Could you really lexpect 
. 
·) 
1 
students to have a positive attitude towards reading in such-
a situation? Not likely. 
.· Towner and Evans (1975) also reportof a U.S.S.R . program 
that seemed to achieve no positive results. 
I 
They involved 
only 48 students - 24 with the program and 24 without - for 
a period of only ten weeks. Again,. the two m~st important 
vari<1bles for any s uch study - number of subjects and l e ngth 
, 
- .of trea tmc nt progrum - were inade qua t c . Ye t the researchers 
concluded, " I t seems logical, for instoncc, to accept S.S.R. 
us a more natul-al f orm of practice since it involves the total 
.:tct of reading." (p. 156) : It seems that the researchers 
rccogni z e d the 1 imitations of this study as well as the impor-
tance of u.s.s.R: 
, .. / ' 
' "¥ 
• 
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IMPLEMENTING U.S.S.R. 
Well, so far you know what U.S.S.R. is and you know what 
researchers are saying about it. Now you have a choice. If 
you feel this program will be of benefit to your students, 
the next part is for you. It tells you how to set up U.S.S.R. 
properly in your school. But before I do that let me tell 
you what Jim Anderson, Reading Consultant, Bonavista_.Trini ty-
Plctcentia School Board, had to say about this proposed package . 
and about U.S.S.R. Jim said: 
I feel this package is very much needed in 
Newfoundland today. The S. S. R. philosophy 
is not widely known and~ to my knowledge, not 
many schools have such a program. If any . of 
the researchers in the last several decades 
are to be believed, such a program is not 
only necessary- it should be mandatory. 
(July, 1983) 
Jim prefers to refer to th.c program as s. S. R. but that is 
neither here nor there. We are still referring to what may be 
the best thing to happen in your school in a long time. 
Well now, le~ get on to how to set it up. 
Let me begin by telling you how U.S.S.R. came to be a 
part of the high school where I tca'ch. J\t an English depart-
ment meeting - there were only five of us in the department 
one teacher mentioned the age old problem, our s tudon ts did 
not seem to be reading very much, except assigned work and 
---·· M--- ••••· -
\ ,, 
-
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little enough of that! What to do was the next question. I 
recalled h,avin~ read about some so~t of reading program that . 
sounded very Russian but was supposed to be very effective. 
It was decided to find out more about it. 
By the next meeting, after a little more reading I was 
ready to report on U.s.s.R. 'I'he teachers in the department 
felt it might be worthwhile. qnd suggested we bring it up at 
the next staff meeting. So, even~ually that's what happened. 
Hell you know what . that could be like. To say that there 
was some difference of opinion about the program would not 
be a lie. But we proposed that instead of .deciding on adopt-
ing or rejecting the program the entire staff should think 
about it and we would make a dec is ion at the next ~~eting. 
Be fore the next meeting the topic came-- up occasio.n:ally in the 
staff room and gradually most questions were answered. By 
the next staff rneeti ng it was decided to make U.S. s .IL a part 
of the program. Maybe that was not a wi-se decision in mid-year 
because it meant putting it in the schedule and taking some-
thing out. Nevertheless, it became popular enough that the 
next year it 'had its own place in the schedule - Day 5, Period 
7. 
\: 
Probably it would be best to outlinc·whilt kind of selling 
job wont on to• got staff support first. This you will have 
to do. if you want a successful program. 
.• 
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Step 1: Outline what you mean by U. sJ.R. and how it 
I 
is 
different from "free" reading peri,ods. 
~cad, "What is U.S.S.R.?'.' again. 
\ 
Can't remember? Well 
Step 2: Speak to administrators and get some support 
for it. You may -want to mention it to the Engl.ishdepartment 
head, principal, orviceprinci~al. We found a great deal 
of support from our vice principal who just happens to teach 
English . 
Step 3: Get the topic put on a 
• 
staff meeting agenda. 
~ 
j 
There you and any other teachers you have been able to win 
/.. 
over will have to introduce staff to the program. Some of the 
favourable research I mentioned ea~)ier would be an asset 
here. 
Step 4: Give your staff members time to think about it~ 
Ask them to postpone their decision until next staff meeting. 
In the meantime, don't let the idea die. The staff room will 
'be a fine place to bring up the topic again. 
Step 5: Let's suppose your staff agrees to go along 
$ 
with the program. CONGRATULATIONS! ! Make sure the teachers 
and the rest of the staff know what thoy will be doing during 
the program - reading for cnj oymcn t. 
Step 6: ' Inform the kids about the program. !lave the 
period announced in advance for a few weeks until everyone 
II 
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teachers included - gets · in the habit of bringing along a book. 
Usually one day's notice is sufficient and immediately before 
the perioGl begins announce that all work will stop and reading 
will begin. This lets all the kids know that everyone - not 
only their class - is now involved in reading. 
Step 7: After Step 4, if your staff didn't go along 
with the program, start again. It will be worth the effort. 
Some Management Questions 
1. How long will each period be? This will depend up~:m 
the grade level. In the primary, maybe fifteen-twenty minutes 
would be sufficient, but I would try to have it at least twice 
per week or six-day cycle. 
At the elementary level, a thirty-minute period would not 
be too long. I'd try for at least twice a week, but once a 
week would 'be a good st~rt. 
At the high school level we go with one forty-minute period 
per cycle. This seems to be the best arrangement, considering 
tirnctabling. 
2. !low cu.n you place this program in a reorganized high 
school program? Let's face'- it, it means cutting a few sub-
jects from the normal six periods per cycl~ to five periods. Try 
not to make it clash with a one-credit course. You will find 
' I 
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it best to put U.S.S.R. on the timetable first and add the 
other subjects afterwards. 
3. What happens if .a student forgets a book? This won 1 t 
happen much after the first few weeks but when it does, this 
is nothing to cause concern. Insist that the student not do · 
. . 
homework. Another student might have a spare book. 
4. What is not acceptable reading material? We just 
insist that it not be magazines or com~cs. It should be a 
pocketbook, novels ; short stories, p~etry, or .. anything else 
the student is interested in. 
It is best to begin U.S.S.R. at the beginning of the 
school year, but if you can get it inserted into tne timetable 
during the year, you won 1 t be disappointed. 
Come on, take a try at it. The books you read · may be 
your own. 
Good Luck! 
• 
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